DNA damage foci formation and decline in two-dimensional monolayers and in three-dimensional human vessel models: differential effects according to radiation quality.
To analyze the effect of different radiation qualities on the kinetics of p53 Binding Protein 1 (53BP1) formation and decline in human three-dimensional (3-D) vessel models. Two-dimensional (2-D) and 3-D cultures of human umbilical vein cells were exposed to 80 cGy of Gamma radiation and high-energy protons and Fe ions. 53BP1 antibodies were used for foci visualization via immunocytochemistry. Computer analysis was used to determine the number and the size of foci up to 48 hours after irradiation. DNA foci kinetics in 2-D and 3-D human vessel cultures show that foci formation and removal were the same in each type of culture. After 48 h, the number of foci induced by high-energy protons and gamma rays reduced to almost control levels while high linear energy transfer (LET) Fe particles produced more persistent damage. The kinetics of radiation-induced 53BP1 foci in 3-D vessel models is essentially the same as in 2-D monolayers. Since the basal level of spontaneous foci is low in these differentiated non-proliferating cultures, the persistence of radiation-induced 53BP1 foci is detected longer than previously noted. Furthermore, analysis of foci sizes revealed that abnormal radiation-induced foci can persist even when foci frequencies are close to basal levels. The detection of these latent abnormalities could be useful for a more sensitive dosimetry.